Why Security Ratings?

BitSight transforms how companies manage cyber risk.
Over 2,100+ organizations are using BitSight for:

**Third-Party Vendor Risk Management**
Continuously assessing and monitoring the cyber risk of the entire third-party ecosystem. Collaborate with third parties to quickly remediate security issues.

**Benchmarking & Executive Reporting**
Communicating to the C-suite and Board on enterprise and third-party cybersecurity performance.

**Security Performance Management**
Assessing internal security performance over time, benchmarking against peers and competitors, setting realistic goals & tracking progress.

**Actionable Security Forecasting**
Projecting future security performance for organizations to determine resource allocation and inform investment decisions. Consider process, technology, and cultural changes to achieve a desired level of security performance and execution.

**Procurement Support**
Accelerating the assessment of potential vendors, negotiating contracts, and reviewing security performance.

**Cyber Insurance**
Enabling cyber insurance carriers, reinsurers, brokers and risk managers to seamlessly identify and measure the risk associated with underwriting cyber liability.

**National Cybersecurity**
Enabling governments, CERTs and National Law Enforcement organizations to measure, monitor, and investigate cybersecurity risks in their nation, industry sectors, and key critical infrastructure companies.

**Mergers & Acquisitions**
Quantifying the cyber risk of potential acquisition targets.
BITSIGHT: Market Leader Across the Globe

In 2011, BitSight pioneered the security ratings market. Today, we’re trusted by some of the world’s largest organizations to give them a clearer picture of their security posture.

- 2,100+ Customers worldwide
- 200,000 Rated organizations
- 25,000+ Users
- 130,000+ User-generated pieces of content

SEE SECURITY RATINGS IN ACTION
Find out more about taking control of your organization’s cyber risk at www.bitsight.com